Price of isotropy in multidetector CT.
Recent advances in multidetector computed tomography (CT) have made isotropic data acquisition feasible for nearly every application. The benefits of routine use of isotropic data for image display and interpretation have been described in the literature and at educational conferences. However, there is usually a trade-off in the form of an increased radiation dose to the patient. The parameters that affect the radiation dose vary considerably in accordance with the CT scanner design, and those variations determine the cost in dose increase relative to the voxel size. The detector configuration and beam collimation (narrow or wide) used for a particular acquisition also affect the voxel size and the relationship between spatial resolution and the radiation dose. By closely comparing the quality of multidetector CT images obtained with different detector configurations on scanners with four, 16, 40, and 64 channels and the estimated radiation exposure incurred with each option, radiologists may achieve an understanding of the relationship between radiation dose and voxel size. This understanding, in turn, may help balance the need for diagnostic image quality against the concern for patient safety.